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Abstract—Recently, the sparse vector code (SVC) is emerging
as a promising solution for short-packet transmission in massive
machine type communication (mMTC) as well as ultra-reliable
and low-latency communication (URLLC). In the SVC process,
the encoding and decoding stages are jointly modeled as a stan-
dard compressed sensing (CS) problem. Hence, this paper aims
at improving the decoding performance of SVC by optimizing the
spreading matrix (i.e. measurement matrix in CS). To this end,
two greedy algorithms to minimize the mutual coherence value of
the spreading matrix in SVC are proposed. Specially, for practical
applications, the spreading matrices are further required to be
bipolar whose entries are constrained as +1 or -1. As a result,
the optimized spreading matrices are highly efficient for storage,
computation, and hardware realization. Simulation results reveal
that, compared with the existing work, the block error rate
(BLER) performance of SVC can be improved significantly with
the optimized spreading matrices.

Index Terms—Sparse vector code, Bipolar measurement ma-
trix, Compressed sensing

I. INTRODUCTION

To support seamless connection and reliable real-time inter-

action, short-packet transmission (i.e. sensor information and

control information) plays a more and more important role

in massive machine type communication (mMTC) as well

as ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (URLLC)

scenarios [1]. Generally, reliable data transmission is realized

through channel coding techniques. However, in most prior

studies, the researchers are mostly focused on the long block

coding to approach the Shannon theoretical bound. To deal

with this problem, the sparse vector code (SVC) with good

block error rate (BLER) performance is proposed [2] where

the encoding and decoding process are modeled as a standard

compressed sensing (CS) problem. To improve the perfor-

mance of SVC, an enhanced SVC (ESVC) is proposed in

[3] where the modulated M-quadrature amplitude modulation

(QAM) data symbol is introduced to provide a higher freedom

degree. Since non-zero elements are generated from the same

QAM constellation alphabet, the received signal in ESVC may

be null. To remedy this, in [4], the non-zero elements are

generated via QAM with constellation rotation (CR).

Different from [3], [4], this paper aims at improving the

decoding performance of SVC by optimizing the spreading

matrix, or the measurement matrix in CS as the CS plays a

core role in SVC. In fact, measurement matrix optimization

is widely studied in the CS field. In [5], measurement matrix

optimization is firstly proposed by Elad, where the average
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mutual coherence of the measurement matrix is optimized

by a shrinkage-based method. In [6], an equiangular tight

frame (ETF) based method is proposed whose objective is

to find an equivalent matrix which is mostly close to an

ETF. Based on [6], a gradient-based alternating minimizing

approach is developed to obtain the optimized measurement

matrix in [7]. In [8], the authors combine the shrinkage-

based method in [5] and alternating projection technique in

[6] to jointly optimize the measurement matrix, which leads

to a better signal reconstruction performance. However, these

measurement matrix optimization methods are implemented

in a complex number field, which results in inefficiency in

storage and hardware realization in wireless communication

scenarios. As a result, the bipolar measurement matrix, whose

entries are required to be +1 or -1, attracts much attention.

In [2], a bipolar measurement matrix with dimension C ∈
{+1,−1}Ls×Lsv is obtained by simply mapping the zero

elements of a random Bernoulli matrix into −1. In [9], a

cyclic matrix with dimension H ∈ {+1,−1}N×N , Lsv ≤ N

is firstly obtained by cyclically shifting an m-sequence with

length N . Then, Ls rows and Lsv columns of the cyclic matrix

are randomly taken as the measurement matrix. Hence, the

constructed measurement matrix is referred to as a partial M

(PM) matrix. For simplicity, we assume N = Lsv. Meanwhile,

we denote the other N − Ls rows which are not selected

into the measurement matrix as the redundant rows of the

cyclic matrix H. Equivalently, the PM measurement matrix

could be formed by deleting the redundant rows of the cyclic

matrix H randomly. In [10], a chaotic sequence based bipolar

measurement matrix (CBM) is constructed. Similar to the PM

method, a partial Hadamard matrix (PHM) based measurement

matrix is constructed in [11]. In [12], a binary Golay sequence

based bipolar measurement matrix (BGM) with excellent CS

performance is developed.

Inspired by the above studies, the optimization of bipolar

measurement matrix is also considered based on PHM. Our

main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• Firstly, an optimized partial Hadamard matrix (OPHM) is

proposed. Different from [11] where the author randomly

deletes the redundant rows of a Hadamard matrix H ∈
{+1,−1}Lsv×Lsv , in our method, the redundant rows are

deleted iteratively in a locally optimal order.

• Secondly, an optimized column augmentation (OCA)

algorithm is proposed, where the spreading matrix is gen-

erated column by column. In each iteration, the mutual

coherence value between the newest generated column

and all previously generated columns stored in spreading

matrix, is minimized.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2209.00227v1
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• It is shown by simulation results that, compared with the

existing work in [2], [9]–[12], the block error rate (BLER)

of SVC can be improved significantly with our optimized

spreading matrices for Short-Packet URLLC in mMTC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system

model is introduced in Section II. The proposed bipolar

spreading matrix optimization methods are given in Section

III. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section IV. Finally,

the paper is concluded in Section V

II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Figure 1. The block diagram of SVC.

As shown in Fig. 1, in SVC, b bits user data are firstly

mapped into the non-zero elements’ indices of a K−sparse

vector s with length Lsv . The operation is referred to as sparse

mapping. To enhance the sparsity, the value of K is generally

small (i.e. K = 2 in [2], [4]). Hence, the minimal length of the

sparse vector s, Lsv can be computed through the following

equation.

⌊log2(
(

K

Lsv

)

)⌋ ≥ b. (1)

where ⌊·⌋ denotes the round down operation. For example, the

process of sparse mapping of 5 bits user data is illustrated in

formula (2) where Lsv = 9,K = 2. More details of the sparse

mapping rules can be found in the table I of [2].

00000 ←→ 000000011

00001 ←→ 000000101

00011 ←→ 000001001

...
...

...

11111 ←→ 100000001.

(2)

After the sparse mapping, the transmitted signal x is gener-

ated by the multi-code spreading operation. Concretely, let

C = [c1, c2, · · · , cLsv
] denotes a spreading matrix, where

ci = [c[1, i], c[2, i], · · · , c[Ls, i]]
T is the ith spreading se-

quence with length Ls. (·)T denotes the transpose operation of

a vector. The generation of the transmitted signal x in multi-

code spreading process can be written as

x = Cs, (3)

In [2], [4], the elements of the spreading matrix C are sampled

from a Bernoulli distribution. Example of C for Ls = 5 and

Lsv = 9 is given by

C =
1

α











1 1 1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1

−1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1











. (4)

where α is the normalization factor to normalize the unit power

of the transmitted signal x.

At the base station (BS), considering the channel fading,

the received signal y is given by

y = h ◦ x+ n, (5)

where h = [h[1],h[2], · · · ,h[Ls]]
T denotes the channel coef-

ficient vector between user and BS. ◦ denotes the element-wise

product of two vectors. h[l] = 1, 1 ≤ l ≤ Ls under Gaussian

channel and h[l] ∼ CN (0, σ2
R), 1 ≤ l ≤ Ls under Rayleigh

channel. n denotes the Gaussian background noise which

obeys CN (0, σ2
G). Apparently, recover s from y is a standard

CS problem. According to [2]–[4], multi-path match pursuit

(MMP) algorithm is employed for support detection ŝ in this

paper1. Finally, the user data information is decoded from ŝ

by spare demapping operation which can be implemented by

looking up the relationship table given in (2). Additionally,

as reported in [2], [4], quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)

modulation is also adopted in this paper.

III. BIPOLAR SPREADING MATRIX OPTIMIZATION

As stated in [2]–[4], the decoding performance of SVC is

significantly affected by the mutual coherence of the spreading

matrix C. The mutual coherence [5]–[8] of C is defined as

µ(C) = max
1≤i6=j≤Lsv

| < C[:, i],C[:, j] > |
||C[:, i]||2 · ||C[:, j]||2

(6)

where |·| returns the absolute value. ||·||2 denotes the l2-norm.

C[:, i] denotes the ith column of C. C[i, :] denotes the ith

row of C. µ(C) is also the largest off-diagonal element of the

Gram matrix of C, G (i.e. G[i, j], i 6= j), which is computed

as G = C̃T C̃. C̃ is obtained by normalizing each column of

C. Since the elements of the spreading matrix C are +1 or -1,

the l2 norm values of any two columns are the same in (6),

i.e. ||C[:, i]||2 = ||C[:, j]||2 =
√
Ls, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ Lsv . Hence,

the spreading matrix optimization in (6) can be simplified as

min
C

max
1≤i6=j≤Lsv

| < C[:, i],C[:, j] > |
s.t. C ∈ {−1,+1}Ls×Lsv

(7)

In [5], Elad declares the problem in (7) is NP-hard. Hence,

similar to the existing studies [5]–[12], the objective of this

paper is to find a sub-optimal solution.

1Support denotes the set of the indices of non-zero elements in s. For
example, s = [1, 0, 0, 0, 1], the support Ωs = {1, 5}.
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A. Optimized Partial Hadamard Matrix

In [11], PHM is proposed where Ls rows and Lsv columns

are randomly taken from a Hadamard matrix with a larger

dimension. It is due to the orthogonal and non-linear related

characteristics of the Hadamard matrix, the CS reconstruction

performance of PHM is excellent. However, the author ignores

that different rows may have different contributions to the

mutual coherence of the Hadamard Matrix. Hence, the PHM

method can be further improved.

Concretely, in our method, the redundant rows of the

Hadamard matrix are removed iteratively. In each iteration,

the row which leads the minimal mutual coherence value of

the remaining Hadamard matrix is deleted. If there are multiple

such rows, we would delete any one of them randomly. Let

C(i) denote the remaining Hadamard matrix in the ith itera-

tion. C[\{i}, :] denotes removing the ith row of the spreading

matrix C. Hence, the ith iteration can be summarized as

k̂ = argmin
1≤k≤Lsv−i

µ(C(i−1)[\{k}, :]),

C(i) = C(i−1)[\{k̂}, :].
(8)

Initially, C(0) ∈ {+1,−1}Lsv×Lsv is constructed by the first

Lsv rows and first Lsv columns of a Hadamard matrix H ∈
{+1,−1}N×N , N ≥ Lsv. The pseudo-code of the proposed

OPHM is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The proposed OPHM algorithm

Input: Ls, Lsv

Output: C ∈ {+1,−1}Ls×Lsv

1: Construct a Hadamard matrix H ∈ {+1,−1}N×N , N ≥
Lsv.

2: Initialize C(0) by the first Lsv rows and columns of H.

3: for i = 1 : Lsv − Ls do

4: Obtain C(i) according to formula (8).

5: end for

6: C = C(Lsv−Ls).

B. Optimized Column Augmentation

Moreover, the optimized column augmentation (OCA) al-

gorithm is proposed. Instead of solving the problem in (7)

directly, in the OCA algorithm, the spreading matrix is opti-

mized column-by-column.

To be more concrete, in the ith iteration, a new column

c ∈ {+1,−1}Ls×1 is generated. The maximum of the inner

product value between c and the previously generated columns

C[:, j], 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 is minimized. Then, c is added into C

to be its ith column. The process of the ith iteration can be

modeled as

min
c

max
1≤j≤i−1

| < c,C[:, j] > |
s.t. c ∈ {−1,+1}Ls×1

(9)

Here, let m(i) = max
1≤j≤i−1

| < c,C[:, j] > |. It is notable

that the value of m(i) is a monotone non-decreasing positive

integer, i.e. m(i) ≥ m(i−1) ∈ Z+. The minimal increment

of m(i) could be 1 in our case. Hence, the value of m(i) is

estimated independently by utilizing an incremental approach.

Then, the problem in (9) can be largely simplified once m(i)

is given.

min
c

m(i)

s.t. −m(i) ≤ cT ·C[:, j] ≤ m(i)

c ∈ {−1,+1}Ls×1

1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1

(10)

The objective now becomes finding a feasible solution of the

problem in (10). This problem can be solved by the interior-

point method [13]. To this end, we convert the problem in (10)

equivalently into (11)

min
c

∑i−1
j=1 u(< C[:, j], c > −m(i))+

∑i−1
j=1 u(− < C[:, j], c > −m(i))

s.t. c ∈ {−1,+1}Ls×1

(11)

where u(·) denotes an indicator function where u(x) = 0, x ≤
0, otherwise u(x) = ∞. Since the function u(x) is not

differentiable, in the practical solving process, the function

u(x) is approximated by the function ut(x).

ut(x) =











− 1
t
log(−x), x < 0,

0, x = 0,

∞, otherwise

(12)

where the constant t determine the degree of approximation of

u(x) by ut(x). Finally, the problem in (11) is further converted

into (13) by variable substitution c = 2g− 1.

min
g

f (i)

s.t. g ∈ {0, 1}Ls×1
(13)

where f (i) = − 1
t

∑i−1
j=1 log(− < C[:, j], 2g − 1 > +m(i)) −

1
t

∑i−1
j=1 log(< C[:, j], 2g − 1 > +m(i)). Apparently, f (i) is

a convex function, hence, the problem in (13) is a standard

binary integer programming (BIP) problem and can be effi-

ciently solved by off-the-shelf integer programming methods,

e.g. branch-and-bound or branch-and-price [14]. Additionally,

t = 100, C[:, 1] = [1, 1, · · · , 1]Ls×1 is initialized. The pseudo-

code of the proposed OCA algorithm is given in Algorithm

2.

It is noted that in the existing works [2], [9]–[12], the mea-

surement matrices are generally constructed based on certain

algebraic structures. Hence, the computational complexities of

these methods are lower than that of the proposed OPHM

and OCA algorithms. However, the expense of computational

complexity in spreading matrix C construction is not a concern

in SVC for two reasons. Firstly, the authors of [2], [4] reveal

that the SVC is highly efficient only when the number of

information bits is small, i.e. b ≤ 12. It implies that the

dimension of the spreading matrix C in SVC is normally very

small, e.g. b = 12, Lsv = 92, r = Ls

Lsv

= 1
2 , thus Ls = 46,

C ∈ {+1,−1}46×92. Secondly, in SVC, the spreading matrix

C can be optimized in an offline manner and then stored at

the BS in advance. As a result, the complexity of the practical

applications of the SVC would not be increased.
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Algorithm 2 The proposed OCA algorithm

Input: Ls, Lsv

Output: C ∈ {+1,−1}Ls×Lsv .

1: Initialize C[:, 1] = [1, 1, · · · , 1]Ls×1 , i = 1.

2: m(i) = 0.

3: while i < Lsv do

4: Obtain g by solving the problem in (13).

5: if f (i) =∞ then

6: m(i) = m(i) + 1.

7: else

8: i = i+ 1.

9: C[:, i] = 2g− 1.

10: m(i) = m(i−1).

11: end if

12: end while
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Figure 2. BLER performance comparison between the proposed spreading
matrices and the counterparts in [2], [9]–[12], where C ∈ {+1,−1}15×24 .

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the block error rate (BLER) performances of

the SVC algorithm utilizing different spreading matrix C [2],

[9]–[12] are simulated. The parameters of system configuration

are listed in the table I.

Table I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The value of Lsv 24, 65

the value of Ls 15, 25, 40

The value of K 2

Data packet length b 8, 11

The variance of Rayleigh fading σ2

R
1

The BLER performances of the optimized spreading matri-

ces with the dimension C ∈ {+1,−1}15×24 is presented in

Fig. 2. In this condition, the length of data packet is 8 bits.

The sampling ratio is r = 5
8 . The BLER performances of the

proposed OPHM and OCA outperform that of the BGM in

[12] which has the best BLER performance in the existing

counterparts. The OCA algorithm achieves the best BLER

performance. When compared with the BGM algorithm, OCA

achieves around 0.38 dB under Gaussian channel at the target

accuracy of 10−5 and around 0.48 dB under Rayleigh channel
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Figure 3. BLER performance comparison between the proposed spreading
matrices and the counterparts in [2], [9]–[12], where C ∈ {+1,−1}20×24 .
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Figure 4. BLER performance comparison between the proposed spreading
matrices and the counterparts in [2], [9]–[12], where C ∈ {+1,−1}25×65 .

at the target accuracy of 10−3. When compared with the

Bernoulli spreading matrix in the original SVC in [2], the

performance gain exceeds 3 dB regardless of the channel type.

The BLER performance of the optimized spreading matrices

with the dimension C ∈ {+1,−1}20×24 is presented in Fig.

3. The sampling ratio is r = 5
6 . In this condition, the BLER

performance of the BGM algorithm [12] is almost the same as

that of the proposed OCA algorithm. The OPHM algorithm

achieves the best BLER performance. When compared with

the BGM algorithm, the OPHM achieves around 0.38 dB under

Gaussian channel at the target accuracy of 10−5 and around

0.5 dB under Rayleigh channel at the target accuracy of 10−2.

When compared with the Bernoulli spreading matrix in [2],

the performance gain of OPHM is around 2 dB regardless of

the channel type.

The BLER performance of the optimized spreading matrices

with larger dimension C ∈ {+1,−1}25×65 is also tested. The

length of data packet b becomes 11 bits. The sampling ratio

is r = 5
13 . At this time, the proposed OCA algorithm achieves

the best BLER performance. When compared with the BGM

scheme [12], the performance gain of OCA is around 0.36

dB under Gaussian channel at the target accuracy of 10−6

and 0.26 dB under Rayleigh channel at the target accuracy of
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Figure 5. BLER performance comparison between the proposed spreading
matrices and the counterparts in [2], [9]–[12], where C ∈ {+1,−1}40×65 .
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Figure 6. Histogram of the absolute off-diagonal entries of Gram matrix G

of the optimized spreading matrices and the counterparts in [2], [12], where
C ∈ {+1,−1}15×24 .

10−3. When compared with the Bernoulli spreading matrix in

[2], the performance gain of OCA is around 1.5 dB regardless

of the channel type.

The BLER performance of the optimized spreading matrices

with the dimension C ∈ {+1,−1}40×65 is presented in Fig.

5. Again, the proposed OCA algorithm achieves the best

BLER performance. When compared with the BGM algorithm

[12], the performance gain of OCA is around 0.25 dB under

Gaussian channel at the target accuracy of 10−6 and 0.2

dB under Rayleigh channel at the target accuracy of 10−2.

When compared with the Bernoulli spreading matrix [2], the

performance gain of OCA is around 1 dB regardless of the

channel type.

Finally, the histogram of the absolute off-diagonal entries

of the gram matrix G, which can reflect the mutual coherence

distribution of the spreading matrix C vividly, is illustrated

in Fig. 6. Both the Bernoulli spreading matrix in the original

SVC algorithm [2] and the BGM algorithm [12] which has

the best BLER performance in the existing counterparts are

mainly concentrated. Compared with the Bernoulli spreading

matrix, the mutual coherences of BGM, OPHM and OCA are

significantly reduced. Compared with BGM [12], the average

mutual coherence [5] of OPHM and OCA outperform BGM

significantly. Because, in the OPHM and OCA algorithms, the

ratio of entries in G whose values lies in the range from 0.3

to 0.4 and the range from 0.1 to 0.2 are significantly lower

than that of the BGM algorithm [12].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two greedy spreading matrix optimization

algorithms are developed to minimize the mutual coherence

of the spreading matrix in the SVC. In the OPHM algorithm,

the spreading matrix is firstly initialized as a Hadamard matrix

whose dimension is larger than or equal to Lsv. Then, the re-

dundant rows of the spreading matrix are removed in an locally

optimal order. In the OCA algorithm, the spreading matrix is

optimized column-by-column. Each iteration is formulated as

a standard BIP problem which can be solved by off-the-shelf

integer programming methods. Simulation results verify the

efficiency and superior performance of our proposal.
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